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Sign Ups are now Closed

"Dar Humbug!"

OK Folks, as usual we need to blame Dar for the Night Heromorph's Christmas almost died. (Like
everything else, its his fault):)

Don't be a Scrooge and share some holiday cheer! Name of the game is Secret Santa. Deadline for
Sign ups will be Sunday the 12th (Sorry for the very short notice) but this would be the closest time
that could be allowed to get gifts submitted by 12:00 PM PST Dec 24th. Post it on the Site with
"Secret Santa" in the title.

To Sign up simply reply to this post including in it, up to 3 characters you would like to see
done,along with any preference for the image you would like to see (ie Adult or not) and what you are
willing to work on, so I can better pair Santa with their receiver.

Remember. To get a gift you have to give one as well. This means you must be able to create an
image to give in return. So there will not be any asking for a free image and giving nothing in return.
You will only get a lump of Coal.

On the 13th I will send you a PM that will include who your Secret Santa along with their Wish List

HAPPY HOLIDAY

Are we doing the secret santa this year? I Have been looking for the post to be up around November
but have not seen it.

The list so far:

Dark Wanderer:

1. Hobgoblin
2.Characters from Final Fantasy 2 or 3
3. Futura from the 8o's cartoon Ghostbusters

Thayne:

1. Erin Grey's Colonel Deering from Buck Rogers.
2. Hellfire Club's Black Queen
3. Zealot from Wildcats
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Chillyplasma:

1. Silver Sable
2. Powergirl
3. She-Hulk

Daswook:

1)Black Canary
2)Mary Marvel
3)Miss Victory from Femforce

MissVee:

Sable
SpiderWoman (red & yellow)
BatGirl (who else?)

Come on folks, still plenty of time to join the fun!
Sign Ups are now Closed
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